NEHEMIAH - CHAPTER 8
NOTES FROM LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

DATE ________________

V1. Gathering as one man

● Unity in a church (to gather as one man) requires people to gather not with an
attitude of what they can RECEIVE, but rather what can I possibly CONTRIBUTE
○ We don’t have to all agree about everything, but in the center of it all we
must agree on our foundation to have shared convictions to gather as
one
○ God does something with people who come with a spirit to contribute to
worship, giving, learning, and serving-even in a group of tremendously
diverse people. People are always diverse. God’s people are united.
● You can’t walk with Christ and not walk with His people as one. Following Christ
requires crowds, the gathering of people centered on Truth and Kingdom Focus
● It is possible for us to gather as a couple hundred individuals- it is also
possible to gather as one man made of hundreds of people ready to contribute
and engage
● You cannot have life from a pulpit with dead recieving unengaged people in the
pews-they must come to CONTRIBUTE.
When you gather with your body of believers at church do you do it expectantly, with unity, and gladness?

V2-8. The WORD returns

● The people request The Book-Ezra teaches expositionally
○ Read the bible, explain the bible, apply the bible.
○ He trusted in the SUFFICIENCY of God’s Word

Where do you look to find encouragement, direction, or wisdom outside the Word of God?
● The Torah is read from Morning until noon
○ Wooden platform made ahead of time (more planning)
○ Facing the square-Half the day
○ Men, women, and those able to understand
■ Wonderful encouragement for ministries such a nursery, and so on
○ 6 reading men on Ezra’s right side
○ 7 reading men on his left side
○ God can use any voice he chooses, at any time-so long as that person is
yielded to say what he says. Anyone can read-anyone.
○ 13 translators/communicators Translation matters! (Hebrew>Aramaic)
○ All the people listened attentively-there were no sleepers
○ Expect the bible to be central and essential in what happens at
church-bring it, open it, read it
How much do you want to hear God speak?
How much do you believe/trust/engage in the complete SUFFICIENCY of the Word?

Jesus is both the gate and the gatekeeper….. His joy (our coming home) is our strength!
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● We don’t really believe that the bible is LIFE. Our priorities show we are
distracted from what we know, and our hearts desire things of this world. Lord,
help our unbelief!

V6. Powerful Posture

● The posture of the people matched their hearts
● The posture of a congregation is significant
● Our arms can be extended, or our kness can hit the floor, our faces can be
buried in our hands in prayer…. But our hearts can be hard.
● Conversely, our hearts can be soft and yet our bodies still.
● But God wants our response, not our pretense. He wants us to engage sincerely.
● Variety of worhsip-hands up, heads down- both meaningful & intentional worship
● There was Intensity in their praise-Their joy was great

Does your posture match your heart when you worship?
Pray for the Spirit of God to loosens our tongues-we do not sing or shout Amen until He does!

V9-12. The joy of the LORD

● Vrs 9- all the people wept
○ No hardness or lack of response
○ The came to ENGAGE
○ They knew their need-they heard whispers of the one to come
○ Their sin and the savior to come both illuminated before them
○ They knew they fell short of all they were intended once to be-and wept
Has another fixed your eyes upward at a time of holy celebration when you wanted to weep?
● Vrs 10-12- They were redirected
○ Weeping comes in the evening, but joy comes in the morning.
■ They said have joy now-”morning” came quickly
■ Why? The Word being reopened matters that much
■ Even remorse and repentance could wait for a bit
■ The reading of the Word took priority and was to be celebratory
○ The joy of the Lord is my strength. Comes from exiled people!
○ What is the joy of the LORD? The LORD’s joy is bringing his people home to
dwell securely.

V13-18 They built booths to remember wilderness living

● Vrs 13-Just the guys gather to study
○ It’s the seventh month-let’s do what moses said to do!
○ They apply it immediately
○ So they proclaimed, posted, gathered items, built booths on their roofs
○ They read the Word every day for a week

We also are being brought out of our sin and wilderness living into the security of stable living in the city!

Jesus is both the gate and the gatekeeper….. His joy (our coming home) is our strength!

